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Portland’s STEP UP Wins Civic Change Award
This pioneering program supports young people by providing them
with a much better chance of getting to the first rung on the
ladder of lifetime success: a high school diploma. See page 2.

The Solutions® Interview
Dr. Jack Shonkoff discusses the
importance of investing in children
early and often. See page 3.
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IN BRIEF

Smart Communities
Blog Hits Milestone
The Smart Communities blog has had two
years of continuous postings making it one
of the longest running civic engagement
blogs in the country. With a general mission to talk about the issues that will make
every community thrive, the blog has
taken on rural economic and community
development, investments in children, and
urban sprawl to name only a few topics. It
has featured hundreds of links to pertinent
websites and articles. As one of the blogs
highlighted by the Council on Foundations,
this blog is about what works more than
what’s wrong. As blog journalist Suzanne
Morse told the Chronicle on Philanthropy in
2006, “Our sense is that people are looking
for things that work, not so much good
news stories, but solutions they can apply.
That’s where blogs have a real opportunity
to be complementary to mainstream media.” http://smartcommunities.typepad.
com/

Easy-to-use Graduation Rate
Calculator Launched
A new web tool launched in 2007 allows
most communities in the U.S. to see
their graduation rates and how they are
calculated.
See page 5

Training Leaders for Success
LeadershipPlenty® Program Trains Thousands in 2007
Two thousand seven was the most
successful year yet for the Pew Partnership’s
nationally recognized training program,
LeadershipPlenty®. In 10 separate train-thetrainer events across the United States more
than 600 people representing 220 communities received training and are now licensed to
offer the program in their home communities.
According to the Pew Partnership, more than
4,000 people participated in the local programs during 2007.
The largest users of the program were
small towns in eight states in the northwest
that participated in the Northwest Area Foundation’s Horizons program to reduce poverty.
LeadershipPlenty®‚ was one of three key parts
to the program. Its aim in that context was to
give people the skills and the relationships
to address poverty in their community. It had
the secondary purpose of creating a vehicle
for offering leadership development to these
communities for years to come.

Jean Burkhardt, director of the Horizons
program, connected the dots on leadership
development and poverty in this way.
Can there be anything more exciting than
watching a tiny rural area or reservation come
alive with hope? We have now watched more
than 200 small communities step up to take on
an enormous challenge—poverty. They have
built skills and relationships during LeadershipPlenty®‚ and mobilized thousands of people to
develop compelling community visions that
move themselves from poverty to prosperity,
from talk to action, from despair to hope.
For an opportunity to bring LeadershipPlenty® to your community, join us for our
train-the-trainer program (www.cpe.vt.edu/
lpinstitute) in Roanoke, VA, November 17–19,
2008, in partnership with the Center for
Technological Advancement at Virginia Tech
or contact morse@pew-partnership.org for a
localized version in your home community.

Pew Partnership Selects STEP UP Program for 2007 Civic Change Award

On September
20, 2007, the Pew
Partnership for Civic
Change announced
Open Meadow
Alternative School’s
STEP UP Program
as the winner of the
2007 Civic Change Award. The annual award goes
to individuals and organizations that are changing
communities and the people who live in them in
profound ways.
“This pioneering program means a larger number
of eighth graders in Portland, Oregon, have a much
better chance of getting to the first rung on the ladder
of lifetime success—a high school diploma,” said Dr.
Suzanne W. Morse, president of the Pew Partnership.
“The STEP UP Program epitomizes what communities
can do when they come together to support young
people.”
STEP UP received the award for their creative
and inventive approach to preparing at-risk eighth
graders for high school. STEP UP is a collaborative
program developed in 2003 by Open Meadow (www.
openmeadow.org) to ease what is often a tumultuous
transition to high school and increase the high school
graduation rate. STEP UP helps students who are
falling behind by providing adult mentors, academic
tutoring, pre-freshman year leadership camp, parental

involvement activities, life skill
development, and teacher support. This program
helps foster caring, ongoing relationships between
adult mentors and students, with a focus on both
academic and emotional support.
There are many indicators that STEP UP is helping
students be more successful. On average, STEP UP
students have a 27 percent better grade average
than their school peers. But among the many success
statistics, one stands out above the rest: of the 351
ninth grade students who participated in the program
in 2005-06, every student remained enrolled in school
at the end of the school year.
In the pre-freshman year leadership camp, STEP
UP students bond together, helping to develop a
strong cohort that will take them through high school
and ultimately connect them to their schools and
their communities. The full program begins in middle
school and extends through sophomore year of high
school. Partners in the program include the City
of Portland, Comcast Foundation, PGE Foundation,
University of Portland, and the Portland Trailblazers.
“Because of our emphasis on getting all eighth
graders ready for high school in the Pew Partnership’s
Learning to Finish® campaign (www.learningtofinish.
org), STEP UP is a model for all communities—large
and small—on how to get involved and make a
difference, “ said, Alma Powell, national board chair of
the Pew Partnership.
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Dr. Jack Shonkoff
The founding director of Harvard’s Center on the Developing
Child has a prescription for effective educational intervention:

Invest Early and Often!

Q:

Dr. Shonkoff, why is an understanding of neuroscience research
important to America’s future?
The key thing that neuroscience helps us understand is that early
experience is so important to brain development. It does not give
specific guidance on interventions. It answers the “why” questions, not
the “how” questions.

Q:

How do we know that early investments lead to better
educational outcomes and a better return on investments rather
than remediation programs?
We know that early investments pay off because we have measured
it. Researchers have studied the model delivery programs using
rigorous scientific research including control groups that have demonstrated that carefully conducted
interventions can affect outcomes later in life. Prevention is more economical and effective than
remedy.

Q:

For children and adolescents who missed the early positive relationships and enriched learning
opportunities, what are our remedies? Can early deficits be reversed?
The important point to remember is that the brain develops all through life. It has an amazing
capacity. It continues to remodel itself and build on the architecture developed in the early years. If
the brain has weak architecture early in life—from excessive stress—the brain has to work harder
to get back on track. We can always help children do better even if they did not have a strong
foundation early on. However, earlier is better and prevention is always better than treatment later
in life. It’s never too late but outcomes are harder to achieve later. The brain’s flexibility is greater
when it is young. The brain’s architecture is made up of billions of neurons. The connections among
them, called synapses, create a collection of circuit configurations that contribute to emotional and
intellectual development. Excessive stress early in life affects the architecture.
CONTINUED
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Q:

As communities consider how to insure that all children

poverty, and physical abuse. These factors cause excessive

have a fair start in life, what kinds of investments

toxic stress which affects brain development. More help

should they be considering?

from outside the family does not suggest that government

Start with what children need:

should raise children but rather is about strengthening

• stable, predictable, and safe nurturing environments and

families so they can provide what their children need.

relationships with a small number of adults

Two areas of focus for communities are: childcare

• rich opportunities for learning appropriate for their age.

and providing help for children in trouble. In the case of
childcare, it should include a stable, nurturing environment

This produces competent, kind adults. The first place

with age appropriate learning. Adult caregivers should

that children should get what they need is in a family

be consistent. A community’s responsibility is to insure

environment. All families need support no matter their

that the childcare is of the highest quality, available, and

socio-economic status. They get that support from

affordable.

neighbors, friends, family members, play groups, and

Children in trouble, due to family breakdown, require

play schools. If families do not have these supports – it

from communities a range of interventions. While these

challenges their ability to provide a positive environment

cost money, the investment early is nothing compared to

for their child. Communities need to be sure that families
with young children have a support system.
	Some families have need for special interventions
because of the existence of mental illness, substance abuse,

the costs to society later on.

Q:

So how to start?
Communities should answer three questions:
1.	What exists in a community already?
2.	What is needed to fill in the gaps?
3.	What are our priorities given local resources?
What science provides to communities is the difference
that effective programs can make over those that
aren’t effective. But there are always more needs than
communities can afford and that’s when politics comes
into play. What guidance can science offer to politicians?
The largest return on investment comes when we invest
in our youngest children with greatest needs as early
as possible. We have to balance broad-based universal
access with very targeted help for children who are lowincome. They will not outgrow their risk. While universal
pre-K for all four-year-olds is a desirable goal, we cannot
shortchange children at greatest risk to provide it. We
must have the resources to get to them as soon as possible.

Q:

Are children from low socio-economic and racial
groups disproportionately affected by toxic stress early
in life?

When you control for income and education, racial
disparities essentially disappear. The primary factor is
socio-economic status of the family. Where race does
factor in is the stress on children from racial discrimination.
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Q:

IN BRIEF

Finally Dr. Shonkoff, what do we know about the things
that really work that give children the foundation they

The Finish Line Calculator:
Pew Partnership Launches New Web Tool

need for a healthy start?
Four decades of program evaluation point to five “effectiveness
factors” that enhance development in the first five years of life:
1. access to basic health care for pregnant women and children can prevent problems and provide early diagnosis;
2. environmental policies that reduce the level of known neurotoxins in the environment could protect children (born
and unborn) from brain damage;
3. childcare that includes a highly skilled, consistent staff; small
classes; high adult-to-child ratios; age-appropriate curricula;
and warm, responsive interactions between staff and children is critical;
4. programs that operate with less skilled staff are a waste of
money if there is not the expertise needed to get measurable results; and
5. scaling up successful models requires high quality standards
and regular monitoring of service delivery.
Communities can make a difference in children’s lives by
making investments in the early years of life that are effective.

Each year over 3.5 million
American students drop out of school. Visit www.
learningtofinish.org to see where the counter stands for 2008. Then
use the Finish Line Calculator to see projected graduation rates for
school districts, states, and the United States as a whole.

Investing early is the key strategy for helping all children be
successful.
Thank you Dr. Shonkoff.

The Finish Line Calculator launched in 2007 by the Pew Partnership for Civic Change gives communities the opportunity
to learn their school district’s graduation rate and how it is
calculated.
This new web tool (www.learningtofinish.org/finishlinecalculator) allows users to access the graduation rate
for most school districts nationwide. In three simple steps
the calculator uses ninth through twelve enrollment data to
predict graduation rates for the user’s school district, state,
and nation as a whole. Articles detailing the challenges of
calculating graduation rates as well as information about
rates and formulas related to dropouts are available from
links on the site.
Developed as a tool for the nation’s only dropout
prevention wiki, the calculator is intended to help communities recognize the seriousness of the problem. Registered
Learning to Finish® wiki users can use the website to share
best practices and new knowledge. The wiki was launched
in October 2006 and has grown significantly in recent
months with new sections, articles, and best practices from
communities.
Primary funding for the wiki and the calculator came
from the Knight Foundation’s New Voices Initiative administered by J-Lab: The Institute for Interactive Journalism
(www.j-newvoices.org).

Jack P. Shonkoff, M.D. is the founding director of the Center on
the Developing Child at Harvard University and the Julius B.
Richmond FAMRI Professor of Child Health and Development
at the Harvard School of Public Health and Harvard Graduate
School of Education. A pediatrician by training, he also chairs
the National Scientific Council on the Developing Child, a
multi-university collaboration comprised of leading scholars
in neuroscience, developmental psychology, pediatrics, and
economics, whose mission is to bring sound and accurate science
to bear on public decision-making affecting the lives of young
children.
The Center on the Developing Child, a cross-disciplinary
academic center at Harvard University, was established in 2006 to
generate, translate, and apply knowledge in the service of closing
the gap between what we know and what we do to support
positive life outcomes for children. For further information, go to
www.developingchild.harvard.edu
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Smart Communities
Work Goes Global
Suzanne Morse and the Smart Communities framework

Commenting on the presentation, Liz Huff, Human Resources

ventured outside the United States in 2007 to receptive

and Social Development Canada said, “ Suzanne Morse

audiences in Canada and Scotland. She was the keynote

inspired both government and community-based participants,

speaker at the 2007 Collaborative Community Series forum

leaving us with a heightened sense of connectedness with

sponsored by the Canadian government in February. Speaking

communities, citizens and the issues they face.”

to an audience of government officials, nonprofit leaders, and

In March the Smart Communities work was part of a

business representatives, Morse focused on a collaborative,

keynote panel at the annual forum of the Scottish Council

multi-disciplinary approach to issues and their solutions.

for Development and Industry, the leading economic and

A Thriving Community: Be One!
During 2007 the Pew Partnership launched a major research initiative to answer one question: “Why do some
communities thrive?” With a database that includes
economic, social, and civic information on almost 400
communities, the answer is becoming clearer according
to Tom Cross, research director of the project. “While
there are many good examples of communities that
have capitalized on their assets and existing opportunities, there are just as many examples of hand-wringing
about what has been lost. This new analysis shows us
why some communities are successful and others not.”
The research helps communities know what to do
and when. The Smart Communities model that drives
the research, includes the economic and quality of life

more business and keep people in the

indices as well as tested community practices to create

community. This research shows us

a true picture of life in the community. In a word, the

who is getting it right and how.”

economy and quality of life of a community are interac-

The model has divided the cities

tive forces. For one to be truly successful and reach all

into nine cells for analysis—from

areas of the community, the other has to be strong as

thriving economy and high quality of

well. “The mistake that too many communities make, “

life to depressed economy and low

according to Suzanne Morse, “ is to put all their efforts

quality of life. The cities that occupy

in attracting one industry or company without invest-

the cells are being analyzed for a new

ing in a range of quality of life issues that will attract

book by Suzanne Morse to come out in 2009.
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Suzanne Morse addresses receptive
audiences in Canada and Scotland
community development organization in Scotland. Joining
Steven Purcell, Leader of the Glasgow City Council, and Sir John
Elvidge, Permanent Secretary of the Scottish Executive, Morse
applied the seven principles of Smart Communities in the
Scottish context. A summary of her remarks is available at www.
scdi.uk.org/forum. According to Alan Wilson, executive director
of SCDI, she hit the cross-continent high note, “SCDI was
delighted that Suzanne Morse travelled to St Andrews, Scotland
in March to deliver a keynote address to 250 delegates
attending our conference ’A Climate of Change.’ She shared her
knowledge and USA best practices in instigating and managing
civic change here and abroad.”
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Learning to Finish Pilot
Communities Make Progress
®

By Retta Kelley
Never mind bleak statistics. Forget elusive solutions.
Two communities are waging a war against the silent epidemic
of high school dropouts by putting real numbers and real faces
on the issue.
It all began in October 2006, when the Pew Partnership
for Civic Change chose Shreveport, La and Jacksonville, Fla.
to pilot its Learning to Finish®
five-year campaign. With national
dropout numbers at 30 percent
and some high schools at more

	Shreveport’s Learning to Finish® efforts are being guided
by the Community Foundation of Shreveport-Bossier, and the
Alliance for Education, where energies during this first year
have also been concentrated on raising the community’s level
of awareness of the problem, working with schools in both
parish school districts, and getting more kids to come to school
and then finish.
In July, Katie Boyette, project coordinator of the Shreveport
Learning to Finish® campaign, presented the results of new
research to the editorial board of the local newspaper, The

than 50 percent, the schools cannot
fix the problem alone—it requires
the whole community. Learning to
Finish® is based on the three things
that all communities must do if we
are to have success addressing this
national crisis: 1) get an accurate
assessment of the problem; 2)
prepare all eighth graders for
high school; and 3) identify all
the resources in the community
that can be used to keep kids in
school. Learning to Finish® focuses
on shoring up resources around students during the crucial
transition period from middle to high school, when studies
show attendance and performance begin to lag.
In Jacksonville, the Learning to Finish® effort is housed
at The Community Foundation of Jacksonville, headed by
Executive Director Nina Waters. The project is being directed
by Pam Paul Dopf. During the past 12 months, Jacksonville
has concentrated on generating clear, accurate data on
graduation and dropout rates for the targeted schools,
creating a 27-member Learning to Finish® Leadership Council,
representing the business, education, government and
nonprofit sectors, and working with three middle schools
where the campaign is unfolding first.
“While it is too soon to see hard number results from
Learning to Finish® in Jacksonville, it is clear that the disturbing
findings uncovered through our research have galvanized
funders and community leaders around the drop out
challenge,” Waters said, “It was not a front-burner issue here.
Now it is.”

Shreveport Times, showing through a five-year tracking report
that more than 14,000 students who began eigth grade had
not graduated. “When we finished showing them the report,
the publisher and the members of the editorial board basically
asked us what they could do to help,” Boyette said.
	And thus the “30 days in September Campaign” was born.
During the month of September, Learning to Finish® teamed
up with The Shreveport Times pioneering the “30 Days in
September Campaign.” Here is how it worked: every day The
Times compared the enrollment of that day’s attendance for
49 schools to that day’s attendance for all the students in two
parishes: Bossier and Caddo. Why? Best practices show that
children who miss five out of those first 30 days of school are at
extreme high risk of not succeeding academically or socially.
Perhaps the challenge of Learning to Finish® was best
summed up by one of the Jacksonville partners, Delores Barr
Weaver, co-owner of the Jacksonville Jaguars and chair and
CEO of the Jaguars Foundation:
As we have looked at issues that affect children in Jacksonville
and throughout the country, one that has to be at the top of the
list is dropout prevention. While athletes in all sports know the
importance of “finishing” strong, the same is true for young people.
We must be sure that they have the opportunity of “learning to
finish” in high school and beyond.
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